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abstract
There is an imbalance between the opportunities for aesthetic education in big cities and
underdeveloped areas in China. Taking Shanghai and Beijing as examples, museums in big cities consume
most art educational resources. People who live in rural or small towns hardly have access to the arts,
making the aesthetic gap larger between cultural centers and cultural deserts.
This thesis proposes a new exhibition system that could send a series of accessible and sustainable
exhibition structures around China to narrow the educational resources gap and synchronize cultural
curriculum between different places. Decentralizing and democratizing the cultural center and bringing
the exhibition space out of the museum will weaken its sanctification into four underdeveloped
areas that lack cultural amenities: Qingdao, Handan, Yongshou, and Nuodeng. I will use Qingdao, my
hometown, as a specific sample to show how a unit of exhibition structure could separate and regroup
according to different cultural contexts. After a few years, I believe the culture desert will no longer be
a desert, and oasis will be across China.
I was inspired by a burr puzzle, an interlocking puzzle consisting of notched sticks in ancient China, to
design the configuration of the exhibition’s structure. The structures will be assembled as a cube and
transported easily by a truck. Each piece has a different shape and it could be combined into groups
or exhibited by itself. This exterior exhibition won’t display any original artworks, but use augmented
reality and holograms to show virtual images. The gap of principal structures will be filled by tiny
cube seats made with local materials, which will offer regional characteristics to the public and recall
nostalgia for the land they are standing on.
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cultural education problem in china
01 Centralization of museum in big city

The education and cultural resources in China are highly concentrated and

China has very few museums per capita.There is only one museum for

unevenly distributed. For example, the density of museums in mega-cities

each 300,00 Chinese. According to the data updated by the American

such as Beijing and Shanghai is much higher than that of some provinces

Society for Museum and Library Services (IMLS) in February 2017, as of

such as Gansu or Hebei. Talking about the number of museums per

the third quarter of fiscal year 2015, there were 33,072 museums in the

person, by the end of 2016, there were 4,626 museums in 31 provinces

United States, one for every 9,378 Americans, and the per-capita coverage
of museums in the United States was about 31 times that of China. [1]

and autonomous regions on the Chinese mainland, or one museum for
every 300,000 people, according to the 2015 National Museum Directory
released by the State Administration of Cultural Heritage.
Inner Mongolia has 198 museums, one for every 127,000 people, the
highest in the country. Hebei has only 100 museums, or one for every
743,000 people.
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number of museums in different provinces of China
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Gansu

Neimenggu

Beijing

Shanxi

Ningxia

Qinghai

Heilongjiang

Shanghai
zhejiang

Xinjiang

Jilin

Tianjin

Shandong

Jiangsu

Hubei

Shanxi

Anhui

Jiangxi

Fujian

Henan

Hainan

Sichuan

Xizang

Chongqing

Guangdong

Guizhou

Yunnan

Liaoning

Bigger isn't always better.

Guangxi

Hunan

Hebei

100,000

how many people could own one museum of different provinces in 2015

1. “Chinese Museum 300000:1.” n.d. Accessed February 15, 2021. https://datanews.caixin.com/mobile/museum/index.html.
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Apart from the differences in quantity and distribution pattern, China's

relatively broad museum, in addition to the regular museum, society,

museums also differ in characteristics from other countries due to the

center, association, gallery, hall and so on are also included in the statistical

unique culture and history of China, which can be perceived from the name

category, and to historic as a prefix word occurrences is quite high. Among

of the museum. Through text analysis of the names of museums in China and

the tens of thousands of museums, art type museums also occupy a large
proportion, and there are many museums specially set up for children. [2]

the United States, it is found that there are a total of 27 words that appear
more than 30 times in the vocabulary of the names of museums in China.
Among these words, Chinese museums are more likely to adopt names
such as "revolution" and "post-war memorial hall" that are closely related
to politics, which also suggests that Chinese government is more willing to
use museums as a way of ideological and political education. This is especially
true in mid- to small-scale cities where the museums do not possess enough
artworks and historical objects to exhibit (due to the monopoly by big
cities) but to become tools for propaganda to serve the government instead
of focusing on the culture and history itself. In addition to the usual meaning
of "museum", "memorial hall", "exhibition hall", there are also a lot of themes
about culture, folklore, art. Since the Anti-Japanese War period had an
important impact on the history of China, the types of museums related to it,

High frequency words in the names of
American museums[1]

High frequency words in the names of
Chinese museums[2]

such as revolution, old sites, former residences, nations and martyrs, are also
quite common. [1]
In contrast, American museum name form words, and take the more than
400 times the word frequency, can be found in the United States define

8

1. "2015 National Museums List" State Administration of Cultural Heritage, January 9, 2017. http://wwj.zhengzhou.gov.cn/wwml/3185392.jhtml
2. “Chinese Museum 300000:1.” n.d. Accessed February 15, 2021. https://datanews.caixin.com/mobile/museum/index.html.

1. “Chinese Museum 300000:1.” n.d. Accessed February 15, 2021. https://datanews.caixin.com/mobile/museum/index.html.
2. “America’s Museums Reflect Slow Economic Recovery in 2012” American Alliance of Museums, April, 2013. https://www.aam-us.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/acme-2013-final.pdf
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distribution and number of museums in china

top 5 provinces with most of museums

shandong 388
shandong 6
henan/zhejiang/guangdong
zhejiang 305
jiangsu 7
henan 305

Based on these characteristics of Chinese Museum, I propose a new form of museum
exhibition, which I will be discussing in detail in the rest of this thesis. According to my

sichuan 8

design, all museums, large or small, will refocus their purpose on the culture and art aspect,

jiangsu 279

instead of the political side. China apparently needs more such museums for the general
public to serve as platforms for aesthetics and education. Moreover, in my design, the
museums will distribute more evenly across different regions of China, regardless of the

distribution and number of chinese publice
libraries, cultural centers and museums[1]

shanxi 9

economical status of the area. In this way, every citizen has the opportunity to appreciate

shanxi 258

both the traditional and the modern facets of a broader cultural landscape.
beijing 1
Capital of China

top 5 provinces with most of the first class museums
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1. “Chinese Museum 300000:1.” n.d. Accessed February 15, 2021. https://datanews.caixin.com/mobile/museum/index.html.
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comparison of museum in shanghai and in other cities
2. frequency of organizing exhibitions
Monthly, with both of temporary exhibitions and permanent exhibitions & Only permanent exhibition

3. size and scale of folk museums
1. style of the architecture

Multiple folk exhibitions in "Art Factory" & Family handicraft workshops

Latest contemporary building & Old traditionary building

exhibition in museums - shanghai
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exhibition in museum - handan

exhibition in museum - qingdao

exhibition in museum - nuodeng

13

comparison of city landscape in shanghai and in other cities

rural country

city center

city scale (big to small)

shanghai

14

qingdao

handan

yongshou

nuodeng

scale of places
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cultural education problem in china

It is one of the largest museums in the world. With 7.4 million visitors

The museum, covering Chinese history from the Yuanmou Man of 1.7

in 2019, the National Museum of China was the second-most visited art
museum in the world, just after the Louvre.

million years ago to the end of the Qing Dynasty (the last imperial dynasty
in Chinese history), has a permanent collection of 1,050,000 items,[1] with

After four years of renovation, the museum reopened on March 17, 2011,

many precious and rare artifacts not to be found in museums anywhere

with 28 new exhibition halls, more than triple the previous exhibition

else in China or the rest of the world.

space, and state of the art exhibition and storage facilities. It has a total
floor space of nearly 200,000 m2 (2.2 million square feet) to display.

02 Centralization of educational resources in big museum

Lobby of National museum of China, Beijing
16

1.“National Museum of China / Gmp Architekten | ArchDaily.” n.d. Accessed February 15, 2021. https://www.archdaily.com/123133/national-museum-of-china-gmp-architekten.
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Museum lovers all over the world want museums to be great and cheap. In

For the future development of Chinese museum, the national cultural relics

China, free museums account for 86.2%. In Beijing, a large number of famous

"much starker choices-and graver consequences-in" career development

museums, such as the National Museum of China, The Capital Museum,

planning "is set in the" comprehensive improve development quality,
measures and make more cultural relics museum alive "task,[1] the Chinse

and the National Art Museum of China, are open for free. Museums in
Heilongjiang, Jiangxi and Hainan are all free of charge. Most museums
in China are owned by the state (76.4%).[1] As public cultural service

government is planning for further: in 2020, the national museum of public

institutions, the government provides financial support for museums, and

reach 800 millions per year.

documents such as the Law on The Protection of Public Cultural Services
and the 13th Five-Year Plan for the Development of National Cultural Relics

cultural service coverage rate per 250000 people have one museum, audience

Top ten museums with the most of objects in China, 2015

The biggest museums in different provinces of China, 2015

guarantee the normal operation of free museums. Accordingly, the presence
of private museums is very low.

18

1. “Caixin | national treasure in the museum.” n.d. Accessed February 15, 2021. http://datanews.caixin.com/interactive/2018/antiques/.

1. “Premier Li: More museums will be included in the scope of free admission with financial support” Xinhua net. February 24, 2016. http://www.xinhuanet.com//politics/2016-02/24/c_1118148503.htm
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There are 131 museums in Beijing, the number of objects in total is
6,763,900.

exhibition section of national museum in beijing

The number of objects in National museum and National Palace
Museum is 3,200,000, almost 50 percent of objects in all Beijing

permanent exhibitions

museums.
Take Beijing as an example, there are a total of 131 museums, and the

art field

number of objects is 6,763,900. Among all the museums, the National

culture field history field

temporary exhibitions
temporary ancient art

Museum and the National Palace Museum excel others significantly not
only in the number of objects — a total of 3,200,000 which is almost 50
percent of objects in all Beijing museums, but also on the quality of the
objects. Their collections spread a long historical timeline with different
types, which is far beyond the capability of other small museums.
However, in the National Museum, only 30% of its total collections are
on exhibition, i.e., the other 70% are in storage all year round which
are not exhibited. This is a waste to their values and the maintenance

5
4
3
2
1

and restoration of those objects in storage also cost tremendous labor
and physical resources. Such uneven distribution of museum collections
squanders valuable cultural resources, which is also one of the reasons
for the formation of a "cultural desert" in museums of rural areas.

Study curios collection exhibition F1

old beijing folk exhibition

ancient jade art collection exhibition F2

ancient buddaharupa exhibition

yandi Bronze Art Exhibition F3
ancient calligraphy exhibition F4

old beijing - city landscape exhibition

ancient art exhibition F5

temporary exhibition 1

old beijing - cultural history exhibition
temporary exhibition 2

20

1. “Building Energy Analysis and Spatial Features of Museums in Historical Cities.” Yafei Zhao, Paolo Vincenzo Genovese.Volume 5, Issue 4, 2019. https://www.arcjournals.org/pdfs/ijcrce/v5-i4/4.pdf Page 23-30
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cultural education problem in china
03 Educational role of museum in China

In China, the notions of “museum” ( 博 物 馆 bo wu guan, which in

reflecting the local history is the most characteristic. There are more than

Chinese literally means a venue for accumulating and displaying a great

6000 natural collections, which are principally the specimen of Nantong’s

variety of objects) and “art museum” ( 美 术 馆 mei shu guan, which in

natural resources, as well as some national precious rock ores, animal and

Chinese literally means a venue for accumulating and displaying works of

plant fossils, and other natural specimens.

fine art) were largely imported from the West since the mid nineteenth

In Yuanpei Cai’s famous speech in 1917, the art museums in a stricter

century, although the practice of private or royal collecting had existed in

sense in China was finally built. "The philosopher and educator stressed

the country for many centuries.

the importance of 'pure aesthetic education' in nurturing human feelings,

The first public museum in China, the Nantong Museum, in Nantong,
Jiangsu Province, was established in 1905 by Zhang Jian (1853-1926). It is

noting the fact that private and public collections of art treasures were
'open to the public' in Western countries." [1]

a comprehensive museum integrating the concepts of ancient Chinese

While early Chinese museums were largely founded as educational

gardens and western museums as an organic whole. There are about

institutions to nurture new citizenry, museums of China have long been

50,000 pieces of cultural relics in the museum, including historical relics,

categorized as “cultural institutions” that serve political propagandistic

folk customs, and natural specimens, among which the cultural antiques

purposes, apparently influenced by the former Soviet Union.

“Museum education has the power and the responsibility to do the
challenging inner work of tackling tough topics and turning them
into teachable moments.” ----Monica O Montgomery
Nantong Museum, China
22

1. “Art Museum Education in China: The NAMOC Case Study” YANG Yingshi. Accessed 2012. https://www.insea.org/docs/resources/namoc-case-study-yang-yingshi.pdf
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For many years, the primary form of educational activity available in

public. Among the most active are the Shanghai Art Museum, the

In recent years, the Chinese government has asked museums

Chinese museums was highly didactic tours given by specially trained

Guangdong Museum of Art, the Millennium Art Museum, and the

nationwide to open for free to the general public. This policy has raised

docents or staff members of the museums.

National Art Museum of China. Private museums that have emerged in

debates on how to guarantee and improve the quality of learning

recent years have paid even greater attention to education and audience

experiences in museums. Art museum education as a professional field

development.

is still yet to take shape in China although the increasing educational

After the Cultural Revolution (1966-1976), art museums in mainland
China received a new lease on life, as the nation turned its focus from
political movements to economic development and social democracy.

Lectures, docent tours, symposiums, and other public and educational

services of art museums have drawn much attention to this need in the

The authorities and the public have increasingly realized the importance

services are becoming increasingly popular in Chinese art museums to

Chinese society in recent years. Very few Chinese scholars or museum

of the educational, or social educational, functions of museums and the

engage the general public. Much closer attention has also been given to

professionals have published on museum education. Most of the writers

importance of specific educational programs in enriching the experience
of museum-goers. [1]

the presentational aspects of exhibitions, with interpretive labels, signage,

on the topic of museum education or art museum education focus on

and exhibition catalogues and brochures more available in art museums.
[2]

practice, instead of the theoretical and conceptual aspects. These museum

A recent trend is that art museums in China have begun to establish

professionals are largely from major art museums.

education departments and offer educational programs to the general

On the other side, the residents have much less knowledge about
museums or exhibitions, they even don’t want to pay extra cost for

Exhibition in Shanghai Art Museum, China

visiting museums. The huge educational gaps are still a problem in
contemporary Chinese society. We need more active educational

Political elements in exhibition, National Art Museum of
China

24

1. “The National Art Museum of China.” n.d. Accessed February 15, 2021. http://www.namoc.org/en/.
2. “Shanghai Art Museum” n.d. Accessed February 15, 2021. https://www.shanghaimuseum.net/mu/frontend/pg/index.

institutions as Shanghai Art Museum and National Museum in China,
creating more opportunities for visitors to get in touch with art and
culture.

25

After adaptive reuse, the structure of the Exhibition Department
of the National Museum in Beijing is more clear and complete.
The permanent exhibition includes traditional art objects as well
as modern pieces. The new exhibition department also establishes
temporary exhibitions for both foreign arts and local young artists.

cultural education problem in china
04 Case study

plan of national museum in beijing
26
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exhibition departments of national museum in beijing

After renovation and expansion, National Museum of China has in total 48
exhibition halls, ranging from 800-2,000 square meters (960-2,400 square
yards). Ancient China and the Road to Rejuvenation are the main basic
exhibitions to show nearly 3,000 historic materials from Yuanmou Man about
1,700,000 years ago to the abdication of the Qing Emperor in 1912 in ten
exhibition halls, and modern and contemporary revolutionary relics since the
First Opium War (or the First Anglo-Chinese War) in 1840 in nine exhibitions
halls, mirroring more than 100 years development of China from 1840 to the
founding of the PRC in 1949. [1]

the project model from oma

The main permanent exhibition areas are on 5 floors. The different exhibitions
follow different themes and departments, all objects are well organized in a
visiting circulation. The Chinese government finally chose the project from
GMP Architects which shows a strong relationship between cultural history

underground floor - temporary exhibition

first & second floor - culture exhibition

third floor - history exhibition

fourth floor - art exhibition

and interior architecture.

28

1. “Building Energy Analysis and Spatial Features of Museums in Historical Cities.” Yafei Zhao, Paolo Vincenzo Genovese.Volume 5, Issue 4, 2019. https://www.arcjournals.org/pdfs/ijcrce/v5-i4/4.pdf Page 23-30
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implementation in exhibition
01 Decentralize the museum from big city

museums in China
30

31

This decentralization — a term they used for the process — of art

to decentralize the museum resource distribution. To be more specific,

helped place artifacts in their geographic context while spreading tourist

the "cultural desert" provinces can acquire objects related to their local

dollars to remote areas.

history and culture, which will perhaps make the local culture more

New contexts would help animate objects and art while instilling pride
in local communities.

popular among the locals and foster a sense of assurance of their identity.
In addition, a series of temporary exhibitions that last for a couple of

As Hrag Vartanian, the editor-in-chief and a co-founder of the arts blog

weeks or months are needed to avoid highlighted objects staying in one

Hyperallergic said: "In an era when the wealth gap is growing, museums

place for too long. This will improve the liquidity of the objects, making

increasingly reflect that same asymmetry. We must rethink museums so

sure that the public can enjoy arts and culture without traveling too far.

that all can share in their cultural riches, not just an elite few. The rise
in attendance and the problems of overcrowding at many museums is a
sign that the public is hungry for art. We’re faced with the challenge of
how we’re going to respond without sacrificing the qualities that make
museums uniquely suited to ignite the public’s imagination and consider
the world through a constantly changing lens."[1]
The aim is to preserve and immortalize the history and culture of a
place or event. Hoping our project will trigger historical, scientific, artistic,
or cultural interests among the visitors.
My idea is to use Beijing and Shanghai — the two most centralized cities
in culture — as centers to transport art collections as well as related
cultural information. Moreover, this idea can be extended across China to
build a network of roads for the flow of culture and art objects, in order

decentralize exhibition from cultural centers to surrounding city
32

1. “OPINION: Break up the Major Museums to Save Them.” Hrag Vartanian. Accessed February 15, 2021. http://america.aljazeera.com/opinions/2014/8/culture-art-overcrowdedmuseumsdecentralization.html.
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implementation in exhibition
02 Decentralize exhibition resources from the big museum

decentralize exhibition from national
museum to surrounding city
34
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00. shanghai museum

Similar to the above, decentralize the resources from big cities to rural
areas, the second step of decentralization I will discuss here is on a smaller

01. shanghai arts and crafts museum

scale and more concrete. As mentioned before in the centralization of big

02. shanghai brush and ink museum

museums, many cities focus too much on one large museum but ignore the

03. shanghai postal museum

education utility of many other smaller museums. Swamped by the lack of

04. shanghai history museum

maintenance and collections, these smaller museums gradually lose their

05. shanghai dianxin museum

audience and become even more minority — a nightmare.
Therefore, we can decentralize the resource from the largest museum

shanghai arts and crafts museum

06. shanghai science and technology museum

in a city to other smaller ones. Take Shanghai as an example, the major

07. contemporary art gallery

museum, Shanghai museum, can share its resources and collections with

08. shanghai museum of public security

other smaller museums and galleries around, which will help the latter to
develop instead of decay.

shanghai history museum

shanghai postal museum
36

museum distribution in shanghai
37

implementation in exhibition
03 Sections of museum

As is noted by Stefan Thomke, the founder of GMP, after the adaptive

Secondly, the local department may help to rediscover the local

reuse of the National Museum in Beijing, China's economy is growing

culture-related traditional arts or historical objects in China. The local

with an unprecedented speed, on the one hand, it can still, on the other

people can also re-recognize their own arts and hometown via the

hand, look back on the traditions while standing on the forefront of

newly developed exhibition module, leading to stronger self-identity so

history. A natural question is: how to combine the two? China, a great

that they will tend to protect local culture more carefully.

country seeking a balance between tradition and modernization, its

Last but not the least, the contemporary local department combines

identity is based on pictures or metaphors, just as the language of

traditional and foreign arts, aiming to enlighten the local artists to create

Chinese is by itself a kind of hieroglyph.

art pieces that convey signatures of unique national culture. National

Based on this, in my new design, I divide the exhibition module

arts may only last for a longer time and even are reborn when proper

departments into three parts: international (foreign art and culture), local

platforms are provided for them. This is a more acceptable way to

(native traditional art and culture), and contemporary local (combine

encourage the general public to sustain their own culture.

traditional and modern art in the local area). These three departments
have a tight relationship with each other, the third department of
contemporary local art is the fruit after we introducing foreign culture
and rediscovering traditional culture successfully. The reasons for this
design are the follows.
First of all, any museum should learn foreign classical art pieces. The
international department helps to break the local culture norms and
to understand the common ground and differences between China and
foreign aesthetics.

38
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diagram for three sections of new museum module

international section

traditional section

contemporary local section

001 International exhibition department

van gogh immersive exhibition

james turrell's exhibition

The artistic state and expression of the individual are related

remedied by designing the exhibition in a narrative way to maximize the

to the development of the city. Introduce good foreign arts and

artistic meaning that the original art pieces convey. This will increase the

exhibitions, such as van Gogh's immersive exhibition and James

interest of the audience.

Turrell's exhibition, to better understand the art itself. The locals
in one place in China may not be able to enjoy the original classics
face-to-face due to possible restrictions that may apply to famous
foreign museums on lending their collections out. This can be
40

41

002 traditional exhibition department

exhibition in qingdao art museum

42

exhibition for local collage art students

003 Contemporary local exhibition department

exhibition in Contemporary art museum

exhibition for local comtemporary art students

43

big cultural treasure into small city

To better explain the concept of decentralize cultural resource, we choose
four distinct places in China as sites for the design proposal, which are: a

design proposal
01 Site analysis

second-tier coastal city Qingdao, a third-tier industrial city Handan, a village
in the Loess Plateau named Yujiagong, a tribal society with old-growth forest
called Nuodeng Village.
In the site analysis, I will use Qingdao — my hometown — as a concrete
example to demonstrate why I choose the plaza near the Christian Church
of Qingdao as the site for my modular exhibition, by analyzing the history
of the city's architectures and the distribution and exhibition content of
museums in urban area of Qingdao. I will also discuss a premature idea on
how I plan to introduce several famous exhibitions across the globe into this
series of outdoor exhibitions.

Architectural collage, 'Parijs Collage stad architectuur - o.a. Moulin
Rouge, Louvre, Seine, La Defense', Marianne van der Zee
44
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qingdao

Second-tier coastal city

handan

Third-tier industrial city

city icon

city icon
location of handan

location of qingdao

the exhibition site in handan

the exhibition site in qingdao
city's traditional building style

46

local | cultural character

the current museum

city's traditional building style

local | cultural character

the current museum

47

yongshou-yujiagong

Inland country

dali-nuodeng

Traditional country

city icon

city icon
location of handan

location of qingdao

the exhibition site in handan

the exhibition site in qingdao
city's traditional building style

48

local | cultural character

the current museum

city's traditional building style

local | cultural character

the current museum

49

“What Qingdao lacks most is the desire to alienate itself from the
mainstream culture, the courage to be unique, and the bravery to
escape from political propaganda.”
collage of art pieces in Qingdao

50

----Dao Zi, Art critic, "Private Dialogue between urban Speakers and Contemporary Artists from
Qingdao", Qingdao Contemporary Art Theme Group Exhibition, 01.04.2013

51

qingdao city planning and development

qingdao city map in 1912

1. 1898-1914 The German-occupation originated

3. 1922-1938 The ROC-ruled period.

4. 1938-1945 the second Japan-occupied period. [1] a large industrial zone, which includes chemical

from the port.

The government engaged itself in mass

Japan worked out the City Planning of the Greater processing, rubber, and heavy manufacturing, in

Mass urban construction began in 1898 with the

construction that gave birth to villa districts at

Qingdao and the City Planning of the Mother Town addition to a growing high-tech area. Numerous

relocation of Chinese dwellers along the coast. In

the beach and bank groups in CBD. Plenty of

(Qingdao City Proper), even though they had not

local and national service companies, rather than

1910, the Germans drew up for the second time

public buildings and facilities for the purpose

had the opportunity to realize them respectively.

manufacturers, are based in the city's southern

the city planning of Qingdao. The former urban

of entertainment and sports were completed.

The period in question did not witness much

area was extended four times highlighted by the

Qingdao consequently distinguished itself as a

urban progress except for the logical construction

district; this, as well as local wind patterns, allows
2
Qingdao to enjoy clean, clear air year-round. [2]

emphasis on the development of commerce and

prominent holiday resort and summer retreat. [1]

of No. 6 Wharf, some Japanese residences, and a

trade.

small number of roads and streets.

2. 1914-1922 The first Japan-occupation period.

5. Post–World War II

Qingdao was taken over by the Japanese in 1914

Since the 1984 inauguration of China's open-door

and served as a base for the exploitation of the

policy to foreign trade and investment, western

natural resources of Shandong and northern

Qingdao has developed quickly as a port city.

China. With the development of industry and

Northern Qingdao, particularly Shibei, Licang, and

commerce, a "New City District" was established

Chengyang districts, are now major manufacturing

to furnish the Japanese colonists with commercial

centers. The city has recently experienced a

sections and living quarters, which suggested a

strong growth period, with a new central business

striking contrast to the shabby houses in the local

district created to the east of the older business

Chinese zones. The urban spatial layout continued

district. Outside of the center of the city, there is

to expand northward along the east bay area.
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1. “Qingdao.” 2021. In Wikipedia. https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Qingdao&oldid=1002642453.

1. “Cities of the World.” Stanley D. Brunn, Jack F. Williams, and Donald J. Zeigler. 2003. http://courses.washington.edu/chinageo/Cities-of-East-Asia.pdf. Page 412-453
2. “Qingdao.” n.d. Placeandsee.Com. https://placeandsee.com/wiki/qingdao.
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Industrial zones
- Qingdao Special Economic and Technological Development Area
- Qingdao Free Trade Zone
- Qingdao High-tech Industrial Zone
- Qingdao University Industrial Zone
economy
Internationally, Qingdao is perhaps best known for its Qingdao Brewery,
founded by a German-British joint venture in 1903 that produces Qingdao
beer, the best-known Chinese export beer. It is also home to Haier, a large
white goods manufacturer, and Hisense, a major electronics company. In
2002 guitar manufacturers Epiphone opened a factory in Qingdao.
In 1984 the Chinese government named a district of Qingdao a Special
Economic and Technology Development Zone (SETDZ). Along with
this district, the entire city had gone through amazing development of
secondary and tertiary industries. As an important trading port in the
province, Qingdao flourishes with foreign investment and international
trade. South Korea and Japan in particular made extensive investments in
the city. Approximately 80,000 South Korean citizens reside there.
In terms of primary industry, Qingdao has an estimated 50,000 acres (200
km2) of arable land. Qingdao has a zigzagging pattern coastline, and thus
possesses an invaluable stock of fish, shrimp, and other sea resources.
Qingdao's wind power electricity generation performs at among the
highest levels in the region. [1]
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1. “Qingdao, China.” n.d. Global Strategies. https://daveporter.typepad.com/global_strategies/2012/03/qingdao-china.html.

Distribution of wealth gap in qingdao

main streets and city points
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distribution of museums

distribution of museums in shinan district
1. beer museum
2. China Navy Museum
3. Qingdao Germany Prison Museum
4. Qingdao Port Wine Museum
5. Qingdao Science and Technology Museum
6. Olympic Sailing museum
7. Qingdao Textile Museum
8. Folk Customs Museum

8

the number of museums in qingdao: 62
- National first-grade museums of China: 1 | Qingdao
museum
- National second-grade museums of China: 3 | Museum
of Chinese Navy, Qingdao Marine Products Museum, Qingdao
Beer Museum
- National third-grade museums of China: 4 | Qingdao
German Governor building site museum, Jimo City Museum,
Qingdao Fire Museum, Jiaozhou Museum

1

- state-owned museums: 29
- private museums: 33

2
3

7

1

10

10
5
15
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shinan: 15
laoshan: 10
huangdao:10
jimo: 8
jiaozhou: 7
shibei: 5
pingdu: 3
laixi: 2
chengyang: 1
hongdao: 1

9. Mass Art Gallery
10. Qingdao Mail Museum
11. lao she museum
12. Qingdao Tobacco Museum
13. Qingdao Shell Sculpture Museum
14. Qingdao Strange Stone Museum
15. Qingdao Revolutionary Martyrs Memorial museum

⑫
⑦
①

⑩
⑪⑭
⑤
⑨
②

④

③

⑮
⑧

⑬
⑥
fifteen museums in shinan district
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hierarchy of exhibition structure

country | china

secondary city | qingdao

museum | qingdao municipal
museum

display | exhibition structure

Xian | Jinan | Wuhan | Chengdu
Hangzhou | Wuxi | Hongkong | Taibei
Haikou | Dali | Shenzhen | Changsha
Tianjin | Shijiazhuang | Dalian | Nanjing ...
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Beijing | Shanghai | Guangzhou
Qingdao | Handan | Yongshou |
Nuodeng
59

Shanghai

Qingdao

26,320k
165

159k people per museum

Exhibition 2 | Handan

Exhibition 1 | Qingdao

Qingdao

9,500k

Qingdao

30

Handan

316k people per museum

Handan
Exhibition 3 | Yongshou

Handan

Yongshou

9,170k
12

764k people per museum

Yongshou

Yongshou
Exhibition 4 | Nuodeng

Shanghai

189k
1

Transport circulation

189k people per museum

next transport location
further transport locations

Nuodeng

Nuodeng
2k
1

2k people per museum
Nuodeng
60

Chinese museum distribution
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design proposal
02 New exhibition system

Culture and arts are only concentrated in the most developed areas due

be adapted to the abundant goods and architectural property locally.

to the improper allocation of resources, whereas second-and third-tier

Moreover, we shall design our exhibition to be flexible and transformable,

cities and rural villages lack their fair share of culture and arts, becoming the

in order to adjust the exhibition space and style according to the

so-called "culture desert". In an era of the growing disparity in resource

exhibition content.

allocation, we desperately need a kind of modular exhibition such as this,

Aside from introducing foreign collections, all exhibitions around the

delving into the deep rural of the country to convey arts, history, and

country will have a special part tailored locally. Using the urban-design
method of acupuncture-style[1] exhibition, people will be able to receive

culture to the general public.
To preserve the uniqueness of each place and the sustainability of the
environment, the architectural material in this series of exhibitions will

aesthetic and cultural education. The culture desert will no longer be
desert, and oasis will be across China.

renaissance

decentralization

sustainability

cultural education

transportability

temporary

accessibility
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democratization

1. “Urban Acupuncture: Regenerating Public Space Through Hyper-Local Interventions.” 2020. ArchDaily. September 25, 2020. https://www.archdaily.com/948304/urban-acupuncture-regenerating-public-space-throughhyper-local-interventions.
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case study | aesop retail design

inspiration | magical cube

Established in Melbourne in 1987, Aesop has become one of the most
respected beauty brands in the world. Known for the quality of its products,
as well as a love and support for the arts as an avenue through which to
inspire, learn and communicate, Aesop has developed strong relationships
with local architects and designers in the creation of its stores. From
London to Singapore, New York to Kyoto, Aesop’s approach to retail design
and architecture is unique and respectful of community, culture and history,
showing a visual history of interior architecture.

brick | japan aesop retail store

flexible educational space | CAFA arch Studio 10, Beijing

magazine paper | new york aesop retail store
64

wood&plants | London aesop retail store
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burr puzzle | typology

group 1

group 2

group 3
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group of structures
①④ Andy Warhol
②⑤ Norman Norell
③⑥ Dale Chihuly

①

②

68

④
③

⑤

⑥

open area for exhibition
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circulation | previous & now

structure details

70

71

theme for intenational department | risd museum

red.
The representative color of China.
The symbol of reunion, happiness, vitality,
flourishing and new year.
Red is the color which could triggers most of
the emotions of Chinese people. Recalling
their nostalgia to come back hometown and
reunite with their families and friends in
this land.
As English author Virginia Woolf said: “I am
rooted, but I flow.” Whenever and wherever
we a re , o n c e we l o o k b a c k a t R E D ’s
exhibition, we would remember the day
when we are gathering here, where we were
born, talking freely about art and culture
with the whole world.
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Norman Norell, designer

Red silk dress with cartridge
pleated skirt, ca. 1949

Andy Warhol

Sitting Bull, 1982

Dale Chihuly

Carnelian Red Venetian with
Jungle Green Leaves, 2002
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concepts for exhibition

elevation of structures for andy warhol

4. Norman Norell, designer

Red silk dress with cartridge
pleated skirt, ca. 1949

group 1 - Norman Norell

10. Andy Warhol
Sitting Bull, 1982

group 2 - Andy Warhol

group 2 - graphic content
Dale Chihuly

Carnelian Red Venetian with
Jungle Green Leaves, 2002
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group 3 - Dale Chihuly
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group of structures for andy warhol

structure - group
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structure - part 1

structure - part 2

structure - part 3
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group of structures for norman norell
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79

group of structures for dale chihuly
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materials | contemporary-structures

structure detail for andy warhol

Group I

Group II

Group III

Element 1-1

Element 2-1

Element 3-1

Element 1-2

Element 2-2

Element 3-2

Element 1-3

Element 2-3

Element 3-3

10mm aluminum frame

10mm polycarbonate panel

structure material contemporary

Transportable Exhibition
Structure Unit
15mm aluminum
composite panel
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sketches and reflections to form and materiality-seats
Local material
(exchangeable)
fabric

Qingdao textile factory

type I

10mm aluminum
board

2mm transparent
TPU fabric
steel

seats material local production

wood

type II

Handan steel mill

Yongshou wood factory

10mm aluminum
frame

type III

salt
84

Nuodeng saltery
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group A

A-1

A-2

A-3

group B

B-1

B-2

B-3

group C

C-1

C-2

C-3
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precedents

[1]
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1. “Bernard Tschumi, Cinegram Folie, Le Parc La Villette.” Issuu. 2012. https://issuu.com/echeverriapatricio/docs/bernard_tschumi__cinegram_folie__le.
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[1]

[1]
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1. “The Surreal Japan Art Islands.” n.d. This Life Of Travel. Accessed February 16, 2021. https://www.thislifeoftravel.com/japan/japan-art-islands.
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